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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the correlation func-
tion. The wavy line represents the external 'B-meson current'
J
B
and the dashed line the weak current J
weak
.
to consider a situation where the B meson is o shell.
One can achieve this in the frame-work of the kinematics

















are still the same as
in Eq. (1).
2.2 The correlator and the distribution amplitudes
For the application of the LCSR approach one considers a
correlation function of a pseudoscalar and a weak current








































In this correlation function the B-meson is interpolated
by a current J
B




is the weak b! u transition current. The diagram-
matic representation of T

is shown in Fig. 1. Depending
on their angular momentum the two pions in the nal













we can parameterize the structures that will occur in our
correlation function to leading-twist accuracy:
























































































































































































































































2.3 Calculation of the decay amplitude in the LCSR
approach
The next step is to relate the decay amplitude to the distri-
bution amplitudes described to far. For this purpose one
inserts a complete set of states with B-meson quantum































































The ellipsis indicates all the other hadronic states which
in the end we will suppress by Borel transformation. The
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and isolateM















































































































































































































































































































































 and Æ functions arise from the continuum subtraction



















































































































































































). In order to obtain the square


















































































































































































































































































simplicity.We will add it later to the phase-space element
in Eq. (23). The full expression Eq. (18) is rather com-







is small, so that we can throw away all 'bad'
components connected with n
 







. Then we get approximately the fol-
lowing expressions:














































































































































































 x : (22)
To simplify the expression Eq. (18) further, we consider
the limit where q' becomes quasi light-like, i.e. q
02
= 0.
Then the leptonic part of the decay process simply factor-
izes in analogy to the Weizsacker Williams approximation
in photoproduction, see e.g. Ref. [15]. In this limit q
0
is
quasi collinear to p
e
, and one obtains after integration over
the angle related to p
e?
and after dropping the electron














































































































































Eq. (23) is a simplied form of the decay width in the lim-
its q
02






! 0. In Appendix A we will show















totic form of f

is known and there have been attempts
to model this function and f

?
in terms of the instanton
vacuum [2].
A calculation of the other distribution amplitudes is be-
yond the scope of this article. However, we can see if we
are able at least to obtain the order of magnitude correct
if we neglect all contributions except f

where we posses
the expression for the asymptotic form and compare the
semi-leptonic decay B ! ` with the semi-leptonic de-







so unreasonable, as the rst one is twist-3 (i.e. a higher-
twist contribution) and the other two are connected to
'polarization' states where we know from the experiences
of spin physics that the contribution of the quarks is rela-
tively small. If, in this sense, we only retain the contribu-
tion from f

, we obtain a simple expression for for the
































































































is the total B-meson decay width.
4 Numerical estimates
Now, we try to make some order of magnitude estimates
for a comparison between the semi-leptonic decay of a B
meson into two pions on the one hand and into a  meson
on the other hand. For f

one can use the asymptotic















) is the pion form factor in the time-like region, nor-
malized by F

(0) = 1. For the pion form factor in the time-
like region we use the t from the CMD2-Collaboration
[16] using the Hidden Local Symmetry (HLS) parameter-
ization, which is displayed in Fig. 2. The shape of the
time-like pion form factor is a characteristic superposition
of the ! and  resonances.














= 5:279 GeV, and V
ub
= 0:0035
[17]. The value of V
ub
is an average value where the error
assigned to it is of the order of 50%. For the decay width
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we make use of the corresponding sum rule expression,















































































































































The values of the condensates at 
0
= 1 GeV have been
taken from [14]. In the formula for f
B
radiative corrections
are not taken into account because they are not taken into
account in all the other LCSR calculations presented or


















= 0:208 GeV and for the threshold masses in
the evolution m
c
= 1.25 GeV and m
b
= 4.2 GeV [17].
The sum rule parameters are chosen as in [14]. They can
be obtained from Tab. 1 For the calculation of the decay
width the central values have been used, and for the er-
ror the maximal deviation to the left and right border.
For the dependency on the Borel parameter in Fig. 3 we















left border 4 35 4.7
central value 6 34 4.8
right border 8 33 4.9
Table 1. Sum rule parameters used in the calculation for the
estimate of the B-decay width. For the calculation of the decay
width the central values of the sum rule parameters have been
used, and for the error the maximal deviation to the left and
right border.
Fig. 3. Borel dependency of the dierential branching ratio
B ! `. The value for x is xed at the -pole in the HLS



















=4], y 2 [0; 1],  2 [0; 1]. The
value for x is xed at the -pole in the HLS parameteriza-









This means x  0:97847, so eectively x is close to 1 if
the invariant mass of the two pions is in the vicinity of
the  meson pole. It can be seen that the dependency on
the Borel parameter is rather strong, as we only consider
the asymptotic form without any higher-twist contribu-
tions or radiative corrections. Furthermore, for simplicity,
we have kept the other sum rule parameters xed. In prin-
ciple they should vary with the Borel parameter as given
e.g. in Tab. 1.
As the  meson decays nearly exclusively into two pions
there should be a chance to match the branching ratio for
the semi-leptonic decay B ! ` with the correspond-
ing decay B ! `. More precisely we have to integrate
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Fig. 4. Integration range over the  pole: The shaded area de-
picts the range of integration in W
2
of the dierential branch-
ing ratio B ! `.
Here one factor 1/2 accounts for the fact that we have
to consider a 
0
wave function instead for a 
+
and an-












= 0 only depends


































































































(0) = 0:27 0:05
A
2
(0) = 0:28 0:05 : (31)
For the integration of the branching ratio B(B ! `)















], see Fig. 4. Hereby we use for the variable transfor-
























(1   x) : (32)
We can now compare the the semi-leptonic branching
ratio B ! ` with the equivalent B ! ` where the
additional factors are taken into account to make the two
quantities comparable. Using the central values of the sum
rule parameters for the calculation and obtaining the error




















































The consistency in the order of magnitude can be taken
as a hint that our approach is qualitatively correct. In our
case the large error results from the fact that we did nei-
ther take into account all 2DAs nor the higher-twist cor-
rections and restricted ourselves to the asymptotic form
only. The big error in case of the B !  semi-leptonic
decay comes from the fact that in the kinematic region we
consider here, the decay width is the the result of two con-
tributions that nearly cancel each other, c. f. Eq. (30). The
number comes from the usual error-analysis, and reveilles
drastic eects. We should state that this is not a numeri-
cal estimate of the decay width, but rather a consistency
check, that we get the order of magnitude correct. The im-
portant task that remains to be done is a modeling of the
2DAs which will then allow for a quantitative prediction
of the semi-leptonic decay of B mesons into two pions.
5 Summary and conclusions









can be described in the LCSR for-
malismusing the two-pion distribution amplitudes. Major





, are the twist-2 dis-
tribution amplitude g

and the twist-3 amplitude e

.
When we retain only the twist-2 distribution amplitude
f

, where the asymptotic form is known, and compare
the semi-leptonic decay width B ! ` with the cor-
responding decay width B ! ` at q
0
2
= 0, we nd
consistency in the order of magnitude.
I wish to acknowledge A. Khodjamirian and C. Weiss
for fruitful discussion.
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A The full formula for the decay width
















. The electron mass
is neglected in the calculation altogether. The formula can

















































































In the limit q
0
2
! 0 and x! 0 we reproduce the formulas














































Using the expressions above we can write down the total
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In the form given above the decay width is easy to program
in a computer code.
